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Executive summary

A slower roll-out of electric cars, resulting in a smaller pool of second-hand 

EVs, could see second-hand car buyers paying an extra £9bn in the coming 

years to run more expensive small to mid-sized petrol cars, as compared to 

their electric counterparts. 

The second-hand market for EVs is growing quickly with 2022 seeing record demand and a 37.5% 

increase in sales compared with 2021. Buyers of small to mid-sized EVs are saving around £500 to 

£800 a year on running costs compared with internal combustion engine (ICE) equivalents. But if 

new EV sales don’t ramp up quickly in the coming years, many motorists buying on the second-

hand market will continue to miss out on the savings that come from EV ownership. 

If new EV sales continue along the trajectory currently set out in the Government’s consultation for 

the Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) Mandate, rather than track the car industry’s higher scenario, there 

will be more than 2.1 million fewer small and mid-sized second-hand vehicles (the most affordable 

categories) available. 

The EU is also seeking to put in place a ZEV Mandate which requires manufacturers to sell an 

increasing proportion of electric vehicles year-on-year. If the EU’s mandate is more ambitious 

manufacturers could prioritise European markets to sell their EVs leaving UK motorists with limited 

availability and higher driving costs. 

https://www.smmt.co.uk/2023/02/used-car-market-down-but-evs-buck-trend/
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The EV transition
The transition to electric vehicles continues to move forward at considerable 

speed. Sales of EVs in the UK in 2022 increased by 40.1% on the previous year, 

increasing their share of the market to 16.6%, and accounting for as many as 

one in three sales in December 2022. This rate of growth has exceeded the 

expectations of analysts. In 2017 Goldman Sachs predicted 10 million EV sales 

in 2030, a level likely to have been exceeded in 2022 – eight years early.  

As more cars are sold, economies of scale will continue to grow and battery 

prices will continue to fall, reducing the upfront costs involved in purchasing 

an EV and widening their availability to a greater cross-section of society. 

The recent news that Tesla has cut the price of its models by as much as 20% - 

to which Ford responded with cuts of up to $5,900 on the price of its Mustang 

Mach-E SUV , prompting speculation of an EV pricing war - is indicative of this.

https://www.smmt.co.uk/2023/01/chip-crisis-subdues-new-car-market-but-evs-now-second-only-to-petrol/
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/01/25/teslas-price-cuts-could-spur-an-ev-pricing-war.html
https://www.ft.com/content/a6ced945-40ef-4428-b8ba-80240bcb1b0d
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EV running costs are considerably lower than their petrol and diesel equivalents. For example, 

with fewer moving parts, EVs are typically cheaper to service than their ICE equivalents and 

less prone to breaking down. But, most importantly, EVs are considerably cheaper to fuel, 

in part a reflection of their higher efficiency at turning energy into miles travelled. Compact 

ICE cars simply consume more energy to move - three times more per kilometre (at 1.9 

Megajoules (MJ) of fuel per km) than their EV equivalents (at 0.7 MJ of electricity per km). 

Even in the midst of an energy crisis, in which electricity prices have risen to unprecedented 

highs because of soaring gas prices, the savings remain considerable. For example, based on 

common charging behaviours (in which the majority of charging is done at home - almost 80% 

of EV drivers regularly charge at night when tariffs offering much cheaper electricity rates are 

readily available) the ECIU has found that the popular electric Renault Zoe is 2.8 times cheaper 

to fuel than its petrol equivalent, the Renault Clio. Based on an 8,000 annual mileage, the 

driver of the Zoe could expect to save over £730 a year in fuel costs.

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/electric-vehicle-drivers-attitudes-and-behaviours
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The second-hand market
As is the case with most new technologies, uptake of new EVs is largely being 

driven by more affluent ‘early adopters’ given their higher upfront costs. For 

many households, the second-hand market is where they purchase their cars – 

82% of car sales in the UK in 2021 were second hand. 

However, given the infancy of this new technology, the second-hand market for 

EVs is immature. ICE vehicles dominate, with EVs only making up a 4% share  

and EVs typically retain higher sticker prices that their ICE equivalents. 

In light of the cost-of-living crisis, interest in more affordable second-hand EV 

options is on the rise given their cheaper operating costs – consequently, the 

market is growing. In 2022 as a whole, the used car market declined by 8.5% 

as compared 2021. The only category that clearly bucked this trend was EVs 

where sales increased by 37.5%, to 71,071 transactions. 

https://www.statista.com/topics/2190/the-uk-used-car-industry/#topicOverview
https://www.smmt.co.uk/2023/02/used-car-market-down-but-evs-buck-trend/
https://www.smmt.co.uk/2023/02/used-car-market-down-but-evs-buck-trend/
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Despite this significant growth, the market is still relatively small. Demand far outweighs 

supply, meaning many of the vehicles that are available retain slightly higher sticker prices 

(around £1,000 to £1,500 higher). However, research by ECIU has found that significant savings 

are still available through ownership of used EVs. With new cars typically entering the second-

hand market after four years, we identified two four-year old EVs that are available in some of 

the greatest numbers in the small-mid size range and so are towards the more affordable end 

of the EV market – the Nissan Leaf and Renault Zoe. We then benchmarked them against a 

second-hand petrol equivalent. 

Total cost of ownership analysis

We compared the costs that would be involved in owning these cars for the remaining 10 years 

of their expected lifetime (details of how these costs have been calculated can be found in the 

methodology section at the end of this report). 

The comparisons we made were:

• Nissan Leaf vs Nissan Juke

• Renault Zoe vs Renault Clio

We chose these cars as popular examples of a small and mid-sized car. Of the different EV 

models on the second-hand market, the Leaf and Zoe are available in the greatest numbers 

and are at the affordable end of the EV market, which will play a key role in driving adaptation 

of EVs at scale.  
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Nissan Leaf versus Nissan Juke

Nissan Leaf Nissan Juke
Upfront cost £16,989 £15,630

Insurance £541.09 £481.96

Tax £0 (£165 from 2025) £165

Fuel (2023 prices) £396.26 £1,156.56

Servicing £167.88 £239.99

Lifetime costs (10 years) £28,518.20 £36,680.08

Total savings over lifetime (10 years) £8161.46

Savings per year £816.15

       Renault Zoe versus Renault Clio

Renault Zoe Renault Clio
Upfront cost £15,500 £14,369

Insurance £497.10 £407.85

Tax £0 (£165 from 2023) £165

Fuel £397.11 £1003.20

Servicing £210 £156

Lifetime costs (10 years) £27,016.44 £32,224.52

Total savings over lifetime (10 years) £5,208.09

Savings per year £520.81

In the case of the Leaf, an owner could expect to save more than £8,000 in total ownership 

costs over the remaining 10 years of the vehicle’s expected lifespan – more than £800 a year. 

A Renault Zoe would save its owner more than £5,200 over the same period, more than £520 a 

year. 
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The key finding here is that significant savings are available through EVs bought on the 

second-hand market. However, despite some recent growth, the second-hand EV market is 

in its infancy, and supply remains limited. Ultimately, access to EVs for millions of families is 

dependent on the second-hand EV market reaching maturity. The fundamental driver for this 

is supply – the quicker that new EVs are sold, the quicker these vehicles will become available 

on the second-hand market. 
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The role of the ZEV Mandate
The ZEV mandate is a requirement for manufacturers to ensure that an 

increasing proportion of the vehicles that they sell in the UK are electric. The 

introduction of such a mandate was committed to by the Government in its 

2021 Net Zero Strategy and is scheduled for introduction in 2024. 

It is one of the mechanisms by which the government will achieve its phase-out 

of sales of new conventional petrol and diesel cars and vans from 2030, only 

allowing the sale of zero emission vehicles from 2035. 

The government is currently proposing a target of 22% of a car manufacturer’s 

sales to be electric in 2024, rising incrementally each year (e.g. 38% in 2027, 

80% in 2030) until 2035 when 100% of car sales will be fully electric. The EV 

market in the UK is already on course to achieve these goals. Using more 

ambitious targets that track a ‘high’ scenario for projected EV sales out to 2035 

from the car industry body the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders 

(SMMT), the target for 2024 would be 34%, 60% in 2027, 80% in 2030, and 

100% in 2035. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/policy-design-features-for-the-car-and-van-zero-emission-vehicle-zev-mandate
https://www.smmt.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/SMMT-new-car-market-and-parc-outlook-to-2035-by-powertrain-type-11-06-21.pdf
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The ZEV mandate and the second-
hand market
In implementing a mandate that tracks the SMMT’s ‘high’ scenario, car 

manufacturers would need to sell more new EVs. Since new cars are typically 

sold on after 4 years, this would lead to a more rapid expansion of the second-

hand EV market. Rather than being left behind with more expensive ICE 

vehicles, this would enable a broader range of families to access the savings 

that come from EV ownership.

A potential risk in not introducing a higher level of mandate could be to limit 

EV supply to the UK, stunting the growth of the second-hand market. With 

global demand for EVs likely to exceed global supply for some time despite 

manufacturing capacity growing fast, the UK could find itself in competition 

with the EU which is also looking to introduce some form of mandate. 

If this results in manufacturers prioritising the EU for the sale of the EVs that 

they are able to produce, the UK could be left struggling to meet demand.
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Long waiting lists for a limited supply of new EVs could remain, which in turn could limit the 

number of vehicles entering the second-hand market. This could in turn limit the ability of 

many households across the country to access the savings that come from EV ownership. 

Our analysis has found that the impact of introducing a mandate that broadly tracks the 

SMMT’s upper deployment scenario, rather than one that largely tracks existing market 

trajectories, could help address these challenges, and enable UK drivers to save billions of 

pounds in owning their vehicles. Our approach was as follows:

• We looked at the extra number of EVs that would be sold in the UK each year as a result of 

an ambitious mandate.  

• We used existing car sales data to indicate what proportion of those new vehicles are likely 

to fall within the small and mid-sized car categories in which the Nissan Leaf and Renault 

Zoe sit.  

• We worked on the assumption that those vehicles would be entering the second-hand 

market after an average of four years.  

• Using our earlier Total Cost of Ownership Analysis, we used an average figure of the 

savings available through the Nissan Leaf and Renault Zoe (£734) and applied it to all the 

extra small to mid-sized cars that would become available on the second hand market, 

should an ambitious mandate be introduced. 

We found that an ambitious mandate would put more than 2.1 million extra small to mid-sized 

EVs on UK roads, saving UK drivers £9 billion in driving costs by 2043 (the year when all of 

these extra EVs will have come to the end of their expected lifetimes). This does not include 

any additional savings that EV owners will be able to make in future by selling electricity back 

to the grid from their EV battery at times of peak demand, playing a role in ‘balancing’ the grid. 

A recent Government announcement suggested this could be worth up to £1,000 a year .

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/new-plan-for-smart-electric-vehicle-ev-charging-could-save-consumers-up-to-1000-a-year
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Other implications of the ZEV 
mandate
An ambitious mandate would provide a clear picture of likely EV uptake in 

the years ahead, providing businesses and investors with a clear sense of 

predicted demand. 

This could give them greater confidence to invest in the domestic supply 

chains, such as battery factories, necessary for the UK is to remain at the 

forefront of this new technology as a major car manufacturer. This could secure 

billions of pounds in economic activity and tens of thousands of highly skilled 

jobs, further boosting the UK’s net zero economy and likely located, as with 

other net zero investments, in ‘levelling up’ areas.

The recent collapse of the company behind BritishVolt, a major EV battery 

factory proposed for the North East of England and promising thousands of 

highly skilled jobs, is an example of the challenges being faced by the UK’s 

automotive industry in remaining at the cutting edge of technology.
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A higher-level mandate is also likely to speed up charging infrastructure roll-out. Like all other 

sectors of the economy, organisations may be more ready to invest if they can better forecast 

demand. 

This could give investors in, and hosts of, charging infrastructure the confidence to make 

investments to meet rising demand. The experience of charging business operators in the 

11 US States and Canadian Provinces where a ZEV mandate has already been introduced 

indicates that charging infrastructure rollout has been accelerated as a result of the 

introduction of these mandates. 
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Methodology

Total costs of ownership 

The Renault Zoe and Nissan Leaf were identified as EVs to study due to their popularity, their 

presence on the used market in relatively large numbers, their position in the small to mid-

sized car segments (the most popular segments in the UK), and their position at the budget 

end of the EV market. The ICE vehicles they were compared to were those, produced by the 

same manufacturer, closest to them in terms of size and segment. 

In identifying individual vehicles to compare on autotrader, we used the following principles: 

manufactured in 2019, making them 4 years old; similar mileages; similar componentry and 

‘extras’ e.g. cruise control, climate control etc; and list prices classified by autotrader as ‘good’.  

We worked on the basis that the cars were being purchased with cash, rather than through 

leasing or PCP deals, since this is single largest preferred method for purchasing cars on the 

second-hand market (compared to new vehicles, where leasing and PCP deals are more 

common).

The full details of the models featured in this report are as follows:

• Nissan Leaf 40kWh Acenta 5dr vs Nissan Juke 1.6 16v Tekna 5-Door Hatchback 5dr Auto

• Renault Zoe 80kW Dynamique Nav R110 40kWh 5dr Auto vs Renault Clio 1.0 TCe RS Line 

5dr

The total costs of ownership for these vehicles were calculated for the 10 years of remaining 

lifetime one could expect these vehicles to have (the average life of a car is 14 years). The 

inputs used to calculate these TCOs were the vehicles’:

• Upfront purchase price

• Insurance – the cheapest deal available on comparethemarket.com for a ‘typical’ driver. 

• Servicing – figures were based on servicing packages offered on the manufacturer’s 

website

• MOT – a standard rate of £55 was used
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• Standard petrol prices were identified using the RAC’s price watch, and petrolprices.com to 

identify representative motorway service station prices. 

• Electricity prices in each year were based around the main unit rate under the price cap 

which were estimated by EICU using Ofgem’s price cap model, with inputs including 

wholesale price forecasts from Cornwall Insight’s GB Power Market Outlook 2030, and 

ECIU forecasts of CfD repayments. Tariffs for day rates, night rates and public charging 

were scaled around the main unit rate by the same proportions as seen in charging tariffs 

in 2023: private EV charging rates were based on those available at on the Octopus Go 

tariff, with day rate of 44.17p/kWh and night rate of 12p/kWh; public charging rates were 

based on those available from Ubitricity (45p/kWh) for standard costs; and those available 

from Gridserve and BP Pulse for rapid charging costs (66p/kWh).

• Driving & fuelling/charging behaviours: It was assumed that the cars would be driven 

for 8,000 miles a year – 4,000 on urban roads and 4,000 on motorways. The model used 

typical charging behaviour of 75% at home at night, 5% at home during the day, 15% at 

public chargers, and 5% at motorway chargers.

Working on the basis that a car is typically 4 years old when it enters the 2nd hand market, 

we considered how many extra EVs would enter the second hand market as a result of a ZEV 

mandate that tracks the SMMT’s ‘high’ projections for car sales to 2035 in comparison to the 

Government’s proposed targets – 2.1 million. 

Using our total cost of ownership calculation, we applied the savings that would be 

accumulated through the availability of these extra EVs once they entered the second hand 

market from 2028 onwards (assuming the ZEV mandate comes in to force in 2024). Since our 

cost of ownership analysis looked at savings from the ownership of cars that fall in the small 

to mid-sized car categories, we only looked at the savings that would be accumulated from 

the 58% of car sales that fall in this category i.e. 1,218,000 additional second hand cars over and 

above the Government’s proposals over the period of the analysis. 




